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William Miller 

to and successfully motivate this diverse 

workforce. Cost and volume goals were 

consistently met, as were those for 

quality and safety. More significantly for 

him personally, he learned the “back 

office operations”, an attribute soon to 

become of real significance 

(Cite some details to accomplishments) 

In 2003, A & L moved him in front of 

the customer again, this time as a 

service manager, where his role was to 

lead the account and route managers 

within 21 routes in SE Wisconsin.  In 

less than a year, through his efforts, his 

teams added $10 million in sales.  

Shortly thereafter, Bill was asked to 

undertake a difficult task, that of 

relocating his family to the West Coast 

and as Branch Manager, tackling the 

task of integrating and growing these 

newly acquired San Diego area 

activities. Requiring the closure of a 

facility and development of personnel, 

plus tireless effort, the locations slide in 

performance was halted, stability 

regained, and plans set in place for 

growth. 

(Need some achievements to cite here.)  

In 2007, Bill was recruited back to 

Wisconsin to lead a recently acquired 

specialty processor of hospital products, 

this time as President/GM.  Beginning 

with a staff of 120, processing 20 mm 

lbs of product per year, he successfully 

hired and integrated a new management 

team, maximized and diversified sales, 

and increased labor efficiency. 

(Need to flesh this out.) 

Communications, trust and honor 
mean the same to customers and 

employees 

. 

 

Contact Bill at the number or e-mail 

below to discuss his background and 

how it might benefit your 

organization 

William Miller 

262-555-5555 

W.M.@ yahoo.com 

Bill is a complete executive. He 

has a tangible interest in understanding 

his customer’s requirements… their 

spoken as well as unspoken need. Better 

yet, he’s demonstrated the ability to 

satisfy those same needs, in various 

industries, and for various firms. As a 

result, organization’s he’s led 

consistently grow their top line.  

Even better, he understands the 

importance of building and retaining a 

skilled and motivated workforce. He sets 

reasonable expectations which are 

communicated clearly, and then holds 

people accountable. This improves the 

bottom line 

Bill learned the importance of focusing 

on the customer at Aggragant as an 

Assistant Store Manager, and honed it in 

two Account Manager Positions: first at 

Accent, and then at Reliable. In both 

positions, he developed sales and 

nurtured relationships.  

Recognized at A & L for his customer 

development skills he was selected for 

their manager development program, 

and following the account manager role 

he was promoted to a position as 

Production Manager at their Menomonee 

Falls, WI processing facility. While his 

Spanish was not fluent, and his Hmong 

was non-existent, he was able to relate  


